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* Auto*Mat was originally a documentary film made by
Martin Mareček. Under the windows of his flat, traffic was
growing heavier, and it was often impossible to walk on a
sidewalk increasingly occupied by parked cars. One
morning, Martin Mareček decided to start filming this
daily motor drama from his window. Six years later,
already a lobbyist for a healthier Prague, he finished the
documentary. Apart from his efforts to reduce car traffic,
arrange bike rides, and establish the first Prague Car -
Free Day, he also filmed the first years of an initiative
which was gradually coming into existence around him.
The initiative started to call itself after the film: Auto*Mat.

AutoMat (leaving the star in it’s name behaind in
connection with our new logo) is a reaction to a desire of
many of us to live in a pleasant and healthy environment.
We are not an organization aimed against cars. Instead,
our initiative strives for city cultivation; we press for a
better environment, for a quality life in the city. We
support public, pedestrian, and cycling traffic as well as
the reasonable use of cars. We draw inspiration from
large European cities and inspire people to change
streets and public spaces in a positive way.

Together with you, we are creating a city where we wish
to live.

THE ORIGINS
OF *UTOMAT



6*INFORMATIONIN THE ANUAL
REPORT

In the first part of the annual report, we will
introduce the social issue with which we have
been interacting, and which we consider
necessary to be resolved. We will also describe
possibilities and instruments which can help us
achieve this goal. In the second part, we will
present our activities carried out in 2018,
together with their results and impacts. Finally,
we will inform you about the structure of our
organization and its financing.

The structure of this annual report was inspired
by Social Reporting Standard (SRS).
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9 *OUR
CONCERN

The public transport system in Prague, as well as in many other cities and
towns in the Czech Republic, is the result of plans over half a century old -
simply speaking, they do not translate to the needs of today. Traffic in Prague
and other towns has a negative impact on the environment - the transport
system is collapsing and cars are gradually taking over the public space.

From transport theory and international experience we know that the ongoing
one - sided support of car transport only worsens the situation. The
construction and maintenance of new roads are too expensive an investment
compared to their efficiency; investment into new roads permanently burdens
city budgets. Transport induction is one side effect of expanding the
communication network. In other words, the proposal of a new connection
capacity induces an increased demand for it.

Excessive use of individual car transport has an essential impact on the
environment and quality of life. Up to 12,000 Czech inhabitants die yearly as
a result of air pollution. In fact, the transport in Prague plays a major role in
causing air pollution - with some pollutants it adds up to 80% 1 . It is not only
exhaust fume emissions, but also noise emissions and vibrations that have
a negative impact on the environment.

For many people, the car is the first choice when they are deciding in what
way to get from one place to another. They forget about the many healthier,
more environmentally friendly, and with regard to the poor state of the roads,
often faster ways of transport.

Cities riddled with carshare becoming the standard, and we now fail to
imagine how streets without cars could look.

The public is becoming more and more concerned about the deteriorating
quality of life, air, and transport possibilities - but the ways in which to achieve
long-term improvements are often unclear. We believe it should be in the
interest of politicians to create a quality strategy of building a sustainable
transport system, which they would duly discuss with the public and persuade
the majority that it is right.
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We see two basic levels of solutions to the problems we deal with.

We feel the first level is at the municipal level, including its authority,
strategy, approach and individual actions. The second level includes
associational activities which should focus on education, inspiration,

popularization or expert opposing of town proposals.
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create a sustainable transport system strategy and an action plan for its fulfilment

consistently involve the public and institutions into solving the situation

assess individual intents and measures not only from an economic point of view, but also from
a societal and environmental one

build infrastructures for high capacity and non-motorized transport and invest in effective
modes of transport

support the availability and ease with which commuters may combine modes of transport in
ways most suitable to them (multimodality and micromobility)

reduce the need for transporting goods and people around the town by an appropriate urban
planning and development strategy

influence the way of transport of people and goods into town (e.g. a toll, so called ‘Metro S’, Park
and Ride, goods transport logistics,..)

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS ON THE TOWN LEVEL
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draw inspiration from cities abroad which have already effectively dealt with similar situations

popularize the issue of personal non-motorized transport and point out the advantages for the
environment, health and economy

facilitate the involvement of non-motorized transport into people`s daily lives (maps of the most
suitable tracks, experience sharing)

build and develop a community of people who are not indifferent to what is going on around them

inform about different options of the transport system development solutions; objecting to and
commenting on the solutions proposed by the authorities

show people positive examples – riding through the streets without cars, community meetings

communicate with officials; connect elected representatives with the local authorities with the town
residents

provide advice and practical help to individuals and associations through community and cycling
events

educate the youngest generation; use other cities as positive examples and show them the ways in
which to move around safely

promote the Urban Cycling Code

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS ON THE LEVEL OF ASSOCIATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS
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*OUR ARCHIEVEMENTS
There are endless ways to define a good life in the city. We focus

mainly on the preservation of public space, transport and later also on
neighbourly relations and children’s education. We quickly realized that
public events were not alone sufficient for creating lasting change, and
consequently, we took on the role of a “watchdog”. Today, we are the
only non-profit organization that deals with Prague transport wholly

and relentlessly.
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WATCHDOG

AutoMat fights
for the long-te

rm sustainability
of

transportation
in Prague. On

a daily basis, w
e try to

ensure that m
unicipal autho

rities or city ha
ll

officials take a
ccount of non

-motorized an
d public

transport and
keep pace wit

h modern tren
ds of

urban develop
ment. Therefo

re, within the

Watchdog tea
m, we control,

analyse and o
bject to

select plans a
nd municipal

decisions in Pr
ague, as

well as bring t
ested solution

s from other Europea
n

cities. We pub
lish our own tr

ansport studie
s,

organize deba
tes, cooperate

with politician
s,

transport expe
rts, architects,

researchers, a
rtists,

residents and
other non-pro

fit organization
s –

basically with
everyone who

cares about th
e city

environment.

In recent year
s, we have cre

ated tens of s
tudies

and profession
al documenta

tion. Our predi
ctions

regarding tran
sport are unfo

rtunately too o
ften

accurate. The
implications o

f our work sho
w that

when it comes
to urban mob

ility developm
ent, we

certainly have
a lot to say.

However, we a
re not forgettin

g the tradition
al tool

of non-profit o
rganizations –

open social

conventions -
particularly wh

en we hope to
raise

public awaren
ess of politicia

ns’ neglect of
such

important issu
es. As cycling

in Prague lack
s

support by the
city and is dis

regarded by lo
cal

government a
s a meaningfu

l device, we ha
ve not

given up on or
ganizing the C

ritical Mass rid
es in an

effort to chang
e this.

DIFFERENT CITY EXPERIENCE
The goal of the neighbourhood festivities we call “Different
City Experience” is to cultivate public space in towns, to
transform streets, squares and other areas into places
where people can meet, have fun together, showcase their
skills or draw attention to local issues. We try to prove that
streets and public squares are not just transport
communications, but that they can also serve a social life.
We motivate residents not to be afraid to change the
public space around them, so they can cultivate good
relationships with their neighbours and feel good in their
neighbourhoods. New friendships and partnerships are
established, new activities are organized, and groups arise
in attempt to further improve life in their residential areas.
We want to reverse the increasing dullness of public
spaces, the stress, the anonymity,and the indifference
towards our surroundings -and there are more and more
of us each day.

At the moment, AutoMat is helping local organizers to
negotiate permits for the use of spaces in organizing
Different City Experience, with promotion and counselling.
The local organizers in cooperation with the neighbours are
preparing a programme and ensure the event production.
To a great extent, they have a free hand in putting the
programme together, thanks to which a colourful offer of
culture, sport, cuisine, gaming and other social activities
are guaranteed. The programme often takes into
consideration local particularities, involves local residents -
ordinary people as well as local entrepreneurs - and
appeals to people of all ages including retirees and
children, who receive special attention.

The growing interest from local organizers indicates
a bright future of similar events to be held, not only on the
Different City Experience day, but separately and on
different terms.



15**BIKE TOWORK
The aim of this campaign is mainly

to

encourage city residents to
cycle, run, or walk

when commuting to and fr
om work.

In this way, we wish to poin
t to the positive

impact of sustainable mob
ility on the

environment of cities. It is e
xactly more cyclists

who may relieve overloade
d streets from car

traffic and reduce pollution
mainly caused by

transport emissions. Cyclis
ts, pedestrians and

runners also change the ov
erall atmosphere of

towns.

The Bike to Work campaign
takes place every

year during the whole mon
th of May. It intends

to motivate employees to
create a daily

routine which will ideally co
ntinue even after

the challenge has ended. A
t the same time, it

attempts to motivate com
panies to create

favourable conditions and
appropriate facilities

for the many cyclists and r
unners whom they

employ.

EDUCATION
We believe that children are our future. That is
why we focus on them, offering educational
programmes, competitions, games and bike
rides. Since 2009, we have been organizing in-
class and field programmes at nursery, primary
and secondary schools, where we explain to
children how the town operates, how it benefits
from sustainable transport, and how to move
around the town safely. Together with schools, we
collect Green kilometers during the Fall and
Spring. In 2018, we initiated a challenge in May
called ‘Bike to School,’ which runs side by side with
the Bike to Work campaign.

PRAGUE BY BIKE
Prague by B

ike (www.pr
ahounakole

.cz) is an

independen
t news, infor

mation and
assistance

project initia
ted by AutoM

at. It is for ev
eryone

who moves
around Prag

ue by bike o
r would

like to start d
oing so.

CYCLISTS FOR CYCLISTSThe website (www.cyklistesobe.cz) acts as a
communication platform supporting cyclists in
improving cycling conditions in their
neighbourhoods, in cooperation with authorities.
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SOCIAL ISSUE - CAUSE
Low awareness of the public and politicians about sustainable mobility.

Low experience of individuals with sustainable modes of transport.

Excessive use of individual car transport.

Car as the first choice of a transport mean.

SOCIAL IMPACT REPORTING STANDARD
APPLIED ON *UTOMAT
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CONSEQUENCE
Decisions and measures of authorities which are not cycle-friendly.

High concentration of car transport.

Overloading of communication network, impassibility of towns.

Air pollution.

Diseases and deaths as a result of air pollution.
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VISION AND GOALS
Politicians and officials take account of sustainable solutions in their measures,

plans and proposals of transport systems.

Individuals combine various means of transport, they also use non-motorized
transport.

Employers create supportive environments for their employees moving around
actively in an non-motorized way.
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ACTIVITIES
Watchdog - Prague Development

Different City Experience

Bike to Work

Prague by Bike and Cyclists for Cyclists

Education for a Sustainable Lifestyle

SOURCES
9,7 millions of CZK

26 team members

know-how in the area of sustainable mobility and community events
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TARGET GROUPS
Active citizens, associations.

Politicians and officials.

Children and students.

Employees, employers.
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RESULT AND IMPACT
Re-opening of Prague 1 for cyclists.

457,315 kg of unproduced CO2 within the Bike to Work campaign.

93 places which came to life thanks to Different City Experience.

Updating the plan of cycling infrastructure development 2018 and creating
a supplement of the plan (being approved in 2019).

Realization of 6 pursued incentives from the web Cyclists for Themselves.

Creating a challenge: Dream City: Challenge for a Sustainable City, which was
joined by approx. 700 citizens by the end of 2018.

Two won lawsuits aimed at protecting the cycling community in Prague
(Prague 1 and Prague 8).

Publishing the book Cycling through the City.

3,545,080 kilometers travelled within the Bike to Work campaign.

Educating 40 representatives of municipal authorities about possibilities of cycling
in hilly towns.

3,600 involved children and students, who undertook educational programmes
devoted to sustainable mobility, 125 students in the pilot year of Bike to School.
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ACTIVITIES
IN 2018
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Legal procedures

We collected over 5,000 votes, both through online and paper
petitions, against the restriction of cycling in pedestrian zones of
Prague 1, then discussed the petition at the local authority. We
extensively objected against the general measures issued by
Prague 1, and together with a couple of residents of Prague 1, we
took legal action against said measures, though they were
nonetheless implemented in June. However, we won the lawsuit,
and some of the signs forbidding cycling were removed.

Regarding the closing down of a contraflow bike lane on a one-
way street in Karlín, we managed to win one legal proceeding.
Meanwhile, the municipal authority issued another decision which
confirmed the - arguably illegal - close-off of part of the
contraflow bike lane on a one-way street. We must therefore
continue the litigation until a favorable solution is negotiated.

Objections, analyses, comments

As a result of joint discussions, we filed extensive objections to the
Metropolitan Plan of Prague. The objections are aimed mainly at
political interventions to transport concepts that would strengthen
sustainable mobility and the status of particular structures of
public transport. The objections also aim to correctsome
unsuitable plans, especially with regard to car transport.

Before the communal elections in 2018, we paid attention to the
assessment of sustainability and transparency in transport in the
central city and at Prague City Hall. We sent private
recommendations to political parties running for elections to the
city hall for their election programmes. We further analysed and
critically evaluated the published election programmes of the
main parties. Finally, we concluded our activity regarding elections
with an expert commentary addressed to the coalition agreement,
and with meetings with the new city politicians, especially those
responsible for transport.

We devoted ourselves to the developer Penta´s project at Masaryk
Railway Station, submitted objections at the public discussion of
the EIA and proposed adjustments to transport solutions to the
involved parties.

We published an analysis of transport development in Prague
three years after opening the Blanka tunnel, and we commented
on many plans regarding the public space, both being prepared
and realized.

Lecturing and educational activities

Within the project “People´s School of Urban Cycling” we presented
a series of lectures for expert community and schools on the topic
of cycling safety and planning a quality cycling infrastructure.

In November, we organized a seminar with international
participation called Cycling in Hilly Cities where representatives of
the cities Bern, Lisbon and Vienna shared their experience.

Open gatherings

In January, in connection with the planned cycling restriction in
Prague 1, we organized a public event calling attention to the
danger of detour tracks. We shot a video “Legally across the Line”
pointing out the nonsensicality of the restriction, which received
almost 130,000 views on Facebook. For this video, we were granted
the Donors Forum 2018 award in the Fall.

www.auto-mat.cz
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On Saturday, September 15th, the thirteenth annual Different City
Experience took place. In total, 93 localities around the whole
Czech Republic joined in. Of those, 70 localities were in Prague and
23 in other towns (with an additional 13 places in Prague, and their
accompanying programme). Apart from Prague, the following
cities were involved: Bílovice nad Svitavou, Bruntál, Český Krumlov,
Děčín, Frýdek-Místek, Havířov, Hostivice, Hradec Králové, Hranice,
Jihlava, Krnov, Kyjov, Liberec, Litoměřice, Mnichovo Hradiště, Opava,
Ostrava (2x), Prachatice, Roudnice nad Labem, Soběslav, Ústí nad
Labem (3x), Vimperk, Volyně; at another date: Počátky, Teplice,
Třeboň.

The colourful programme and unconventional localities attracted
thousands of visitors, who tried, at least for a single day, to fulfil
this year`s motto of the festivities: Dream city. Part of the event
was also the first year of the festival Live Inner Courtyards. Within
this festival, the public could visit nine Prague yards and inner
courtyards and draw inspiration for improvement of their own
house surroundings.

More than 800 subjects were involved in the Different City
Experience preparations (active individuals, associations, groups,
entrepreneurs, cultural and educational institutions, and many
others). The programme, which had over 1,000 activities, was
enjoyed on Saturday by more than 40,000 visitors.

Apart from organizing the September festivities, we continued
extending support to similar events held in public spaces

throughout the whole year. We provided information, motivation
and help to organizers of separate, but related, neighbourhood
activities in 2018.

www.zazitmestojinak.cz
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The eighth annual Bike to Work challenge was devoted to raising
public awareness of sustainable mobility. With the motto „Save the
city“ we wanted to sum up the positive impacts of sustainable
mobility on the environment in cities and towns. In addition to the
traditional categories (regularity, performance and creativity) we
introduced a new concept - a quiz which tested public knowledge
of our educational articles on urban cycling and sustainable
mobility.

Preparations for the competition were carried out in the spirit of
stabilizing and simplifying certain procedures. We reached a
record number of 16,347 competitors. The registration system was
once again connected to mobile applications Urban Cyclers,
Prague by Bike and SuperLife, which make it easier to record rides
within the competition. Thanks to the logo imprinting company OP
Tiger and our general partner, the GLS company, we once again
managed to adjust the starting package distribution. This way, we
saved not only the package material, but mainly the kilometers
travelled during the T-shirt distribution. The T-shirt distribution took
place in four waves, so not every package had to be delivered
individually.

In 2018, we also managed to expand the competition into new
towns. The cycling-walking-running heatmap (a map visualizing
intensities of rides within the competition) became more colourful
thanks to the towns Rožnov pod Radhoštěm and Louny.

In addition to individuals, the campaign also aims at employers, of
which there were 1,838 involved (i.e. the number of companies
involved). We appeal to them to prepare appropriate facilities for
their employees and support them in their environmentally

conscious way of transport. The companies are then rewarded,
not just with the possibility of winning the title Bike-friendly
Employer of the Year, but also with better employee relations. This
was confirmed by many contestants in their reactions on
Facebook and in a questionnaire measuring satisfaction.

We are happy that employers expressed their resonance with the
campaign on social media and on their websites. Some of them
see this event as an integral part of their CSR strategy. The fact
that they are really serious about it is also proven by a wonderful
65% of contestants whose employers pay their starting fee.

The patrons of the Bike to Work 2018 challenge were actors from
the theatre VOSTO5 and a famous internist Prof. MUDr. Richard
Češka, CSc.

Based on the final questionnaire of the campaign, it became clear
that more than two thirds of the competitors exchanged their
motorized form of transport (car, motorbike or public transport)
for the non-motorized one. Their reasons for it were mainly:
improving their health and fitness (30%), collective activity with
their colleagues, egging on and mutual support (26%) and
support of urban cycling (17%).

In the September European Week of Mobility we prepared a
shortened, week-long version of Bike to Work called the
September Challenge. The challenge was accepted by 3,904
participants in total - 1,120 contestants more than in 2017.

www.dopracenakole.cz
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For editors of the website Prague by Bike, the year 2018 revolved
around the preparation of a book called Cycling through the City.
The book, published at the beginning of the summer 2018 by the
publisher Grada, sums up everything essential that an urban
cyclist should know. It is based on instructions and on the many
years of experience shared between our Prague by Bike editors.
Neither the daily operation of the online magazine was forgotten,
of course. In 2018, we published a total of 97 articles across all
columns, and almost equally as many - 96 - shorter news items
informing of less significant affairs in Prague, in Greater Czech
Republic, and around the world.

The standardly most visited page on the website (apart from the
homepage) was an instruction on how to travel with a bike by
public transport. Among the articles newly published in 2018, the
most-read one was an instruction on how to make sure people do
not ride on pavements, along with articles dealing with the cycling
infrastructure on Vltavská and Revoluční street. Also especially
popular was an analysis “Electroscooter: is it a bike or not?” From
two years ago. On top of that, our information in English started to
be very frequented. It had been its second year on the web and it
had obviously managed to find its readers.

The website continued to present itself as an online magazine
trying to provide a wide range of information from the world of
cycling. A lower quantity of contributions is balanced out by their
higher quality and a larger balance of opinion. Reports such as
“Museum: a Conceptual Study” or “The Railway Authority has

Removed Bike Stands from Prague Main Railway Station” serve as
an example of the website&#39;s gradual change. On the website
appeared also an interesting interview with Ing. František Brašna
from SONS ČR, which brought a view of cycling from the
perspective of an organization representing the blind and the
purblind. We further tried to focus on topics which may be
significant for cycling transport, but no one else informs about
them. On the other hand, we paid less attention to popular news
already sufficiently covered by other media.

In 2018, the online magazine Prague by Bike received 157,958 visits
from 91,911 viewers. Compared to the year 2017, there was an 18%
increase in the number of readers.

www.prahounakole.cz
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In 2018, our educational project received a new name “Education
for a Sustainable Lifestyle“. Compared to previous years, we spent
a lot of time with children in the field. Once again in 2018, we
visited various events and prepared activities at the children`s
stands focused on sustainable mobility and safety. With the
educational activities we participated in Earth Day, in particular
the Earth Day in Prague 4 (local nursery and primary school),
event for schools in Řepy (the primary school of Jan Werich,
further Řepy nursery and primary school, 2,000 children), Run for
Memory of Nation and European Week of Mobility. Altogether,
3,600 children and adolescents from nursery, primary and
secondary schools, as well as universities participated in our
activities.

We also supported the schools by organizing little bike rides and
off-road hiking programmes. In September, we once again
organized the Great Student Bike Ride within the European Mobility
Week, where approximately 100 students cycled with us. We
finished the ride in the inner courtyard Petrohradská kolektiv with a
lecture on the topic ‘Sustainable City.’

vzdelavani.auto-mat.cz

In 2018, we continued to systematically work with incentives
forwarded to the website Cyclists for Cyclists. We follow
approximately 200 incentives for improvement of cycling
conditions and we dealt with tens of them with Prague authorities.

The Cyclists for Cyclists system was complemented by an
incentive to solve the situation at the municipal level directly from
the website via application zmente.to.

In the second half of the year, the incentives of Cyclists for Cyclists
were administered within the Prague city hall public grant “Cycling
is Also Transport“.

www.cyklistesobe.cz
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The main point of the bike rides is to popularize urban cycling as a
sustainable form of transport. However, the bike rides also
demonstrate interest of the public to ride bikes around town while
enabling them to experience an extraordinary atmosphere and a
safe ride through the centre of Prague. Only once a year, we can
cycle through Prague in car-free streets. The festival of all cyclists
fell on Saturday May 12th. Together with the 500 cyclists who
joined the ride, we showed local political candidates and
municipal authorities that cycling is a truly meaningful way
around the city.

It was the second time that the Annual Critical Mass set off from
more places at once. Four streams of male and female cyclists
met at Wenceslas Square. From there on, we rode across Nusle
Bridge to the inner courtyard Petrohradská kolektiv, where there
was an afterparty.

As the communal elections were approaching, we also invited
politicians from parties and movements to publicly express their
opinion on sustainable mobility and cycling transport. They were
able to use this opportunity during a debate in Petrohradská
kolektiv from 5:30 p.m. The debate was joined by: councillor for
environment Jana Plamínková (STAN), local representatives Filip
Humplík (ODS), Ondřej Mirovský (SZ), Ondřej Kallasch (Piráti), Jan
Martínek (KDU-ČSL) and representatives of political parties and
movements Miroslav Prokeš (KSČM) and Adam Scheinherr (Praha
sobě).
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ABOUT

*UTOMAT



30*BASIC
INFORMATION

Auto*Mat, z. s., Vodičkova 36, 110 00 Praha 1
Company no.: 22670319 / VAT: CZ22670319

Registered at the Ministry of Interior of the Czech Republic on 19. 9. 2007 under
the number VS/1-1/68 776/07-R, Newly file no. L18119 maintained by the
Municipal Court in Prague.

phone 212 240 666 | email auto-mat@auto-mat.cz | web www.auto-mat.cz

AutoMat is a member of
an association of
environmental
organizations Green
Circle and it is committed
to its Code of Ethics for
fundraising. AutoMat is
further a member of a
coalition For Easy Giving
and it has also accepted
the Code of Ethics of this
organization.

cyklistesobe.czdopracenakole.cznakrmteautomat.czobchod.auto-mat.czprahounakole.czvzdelavani.auto-mat.czzazitmestojinak.cz

zazitmestojinak.cz/zazit-mesto-normalnezelenamapa.czvyzva.auto-mat.czauto-mat.czfacebook.com/IniciativaAutoMat
facebook.com/dopracenakole
facebook.com/prahou.na.kole

facebook.com/ZazitMestoJinak
instagram.com/dopracenakole
instagram.com/zazitmestojinak
instagram.com/prahounakoletwitter.com/automatprahatwitter.com/prahounakole
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*
Executive director: Martin Šotola

Financial director: Václav Kugler

Executive Council: Martin Šotola, Michal Křivohlávek, Tereza Vohryzková

Professional Council of AutoMat: Jakub Hradilek, Jan Krčmář, Jakub
Stránský, Janek Kotecký, Adéla Brabcová

The general meeting of AutoMat was held on 21st February 2018.

STATUTORY
AUTHORITIESIn compliance with the

statutes of the association, it
is members of the executive
council who act on behalf of
AutoMat, collectively as well
as individually.
According to the statutes, an
advisory and control organ of
the association is a
Professional Council.
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*
TEAM
2018

Executive Director - Martin Š
otola

Financial Director
- Václav Kugler

Different City Experience - Marti
n Šotola, Anna Koc

iánová, Jakub Holz
er,

Ivana Linhartová a
Zuzana Vraná

Bike to Work - Jan Haruda,
Lenka Myšáková, L

adislav Kerleha, O
ndřej Hána,

Anna Kociánová, J
akub Holzer, Nikola

Šedová

Watchdog Team of Prague´s Development - Vratislav Fille
r, Ladislav Kerleha

,

Michal Lehečka, Zd
eněk Svačina

Education, Critica
l Mass, volunteers, Bi

ke to School - Petra Mel
ingerová,

Kateřina Joštová

IT - Petr Dlouhý

Donor´s Club – individual donatio
ns - Peter Halaj, O

ndřej Hána

Liason officer – company partnership - Barb
ora Císařová

Accountant - Klár
a Dušáková

Telefundraising operators - Micha
l Brož, Eva Menšíko

vá, Jan Vondráček
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BIKE TOWORK DIFFERENT CITY EXPERIENCE

General partner - Prague City Hall

Main partners - Prague Services, Ministry of
the Environment, MMD

Partners - Čistou stopou Prahou, Ordr, The
Prague Capital City Transport Company,
Autonapůl, Pražská plynárenská

Main medis partner - Czech Television

Media partners - Kondice, Bez obalu, Český
rozhlas Vltava, Aerofilms, Radio 1, Radio Wave

Local partners - Borough Municipal Authority
of Prague 1, Borough Municipal Authority of
Prague 2, Borough Municipal Authority of
Prague 4, Borough Municipal Authority of
Prague 5, Borough Municipal Authority of
Prague 6, Borough Municipal Authority of
Prague 7

Patronage - City mayor Adriana Krnáčová,
Mayor of Municipal Authority of Prague 2 Jana
Černochová, Mayor of Municipal Authority of
Prague 4 Petr Štěpánek, Mayor of Municipal
Authority of Prague 5 Pavel Richter, Mayor of
Municipal Authority of Prague 6 Ondřej Kolář,
Mayor of Municipal Authority of Prague 7 Jan
Čižinský, Mayor of Municipal Authority of
Prague 8 Roman Petrus, councillor of Municipal
Authority of Prague 10 Ivana Cabrnochová

General partner - GLS

National partners - OP
Tiger, Ortlieb, Hello ban

k!,

CK Kudrna, Kingdom of the Netherlands

Media partners - Czec
h Television, Běhej.com

,

RunCzech, Dopravní jed
nička, Youradio,

WaveMaker, iVelo, Aero
films, Radio 1, Radio Wa

ve,

Cykloserver, Umotional
, Superlife, Kondice, VO

STO5

Local partners (Prague
) - Čeps, Autonapůl, Če

ská

internistická společnos
t ČLJ JEP, Alza, ABUS, Ph

ilips,

Edenred, Citybikes, Čist
ou stopou Prahou, MMD

(Philips), Prague Conce
rt Company, Francouzs

ko-

česká obchodní komor
a, Nizozemsko-česká

obchodní komora, Švýc
arsko-česká obchodní

komora

With financial support
from and under the

auspices of Prague Cit
y Hall

WATCHDOG
We would like to thank Z

emekvět Fund for decidi
ng

to support the activities
of Auto*Mat. "We do care

what is happening in ou
r society, so we support

smaller projects that hav
e the potential to positiv

ely

influence what is happen
ing in our country," write

s

"Zeměkvět" on their web
site.

Thanks to them, our wat
chdog team can now work

independently and plan
their activities better. Th

is

year you can look forwa
rd to more videos and

audio-visual outputs. Th
anks!

PA
RT
NE
RS
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FINANCE
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ASSETS AND LIABILITIES as of 31. 12. 2018 (in thousands of CZK)

ASSETS
As of the first
day of the
accounting
period

As of the first day
of the
accounting
period

A Fixed assets total 0 0

I. Intangible fixed assets total 0 0

II. Tangible fixed assets total 0 0

III. Long-term financial assets total 0 0

IV. Allowances on long-lived assets
total 0 0

B Short-term assets total 2,430 5,264

I. Inventory total 41 0

II. Receivables total 254 2,339

III. Short-term financial assets total 2,079 2,890

IV. Other assets 56 35

Assets total 2,430 5,264

LIABILITIES
As of the first
day of the
Accounting
period

As of the first day
of the
Accounting
period

A Registered liabilities total 1,666 2,780

I. Property total 882 1,810

II. Net income total 784 970

B External sources total 764 2,464

I. Total provisions 0 0

II. Total long-term liabilities 15 15

III. Total short-term liabilities 218 494

IV. Other liabilities total 531 1,955

Liabilities total 2,430 5,264

BALANCE
SHEET
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PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT as of 31. 12. 2018 (in thousands of CZK)

Indicator name Core activity Economic
activities Total

A EXPENSES

I. Consumed purchases and
purchased services 5,640 865 6,505

II. Change in internal inventory and
capitalization

III. Personnel expenses 2,220 493 2,713

IV. Taxes and fees 77 77

V. Other expenses 72 72

VI. Depreciation, assets sold, created
provisions and allowances total

VII. Subsidies 65 65

VIII. Income tax

Expenses total 8,074 1,358 9,432

B REVENUE

I. Operational grants 1,748 1,748

II. Subsidies received 1,272 1,272

III. Revenue from own activity and
merchandise 5,042 1,545 6,587

IV. Other revenue 12 12

Revenue total 8,074 1,545 9,619

C Net income before tax 187 187

D Net income after tax 187 187
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PROFITS STRUCTURE

Revenue from sale of services 6,545,359.65 CZK

Merchandise revenue 41,704.31 CZK

Interest 20.25 CZK

Other revenue 11,914.15 CZK

Subsidy received 1,272,069.32 CZK

Operational grants 1,747,940.00 CZK

Revenue total 9,619,007.68 CZK

EXPENSES STRUCTURE

Material consumed 1,845,546.42 CZK

Merchandise sold 23,262.03 CZK

Repairs and maintenance 4,387.70 CZK

Travel 9,605.22 CZK

Representation 74,552.86 CZK

Other services (production of DPNK, ZMJ, contract
workers) 4,547,424.07 CZK

Wages and salaries 2,062,955.00 CZK

Legal social security insurance 650,380.00 CZK

Other taxes and fees 76,949.00 CZK

Other fines and penalties 254.19 CZK

Foreign exchange losses 4,696.18 CZK

Donation 64,755.00 CZK

Other miscellaneous expenses 67,675.30 CZK

Expenses total 9,432,442.97 CZK
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GRANTS
DONATION

RECEIVED GRANTS

Donor Amount Project

Prague City Hall 200,000.00 CZK Bike to Work

Prague City Hall 240,000.00 CZK Education

Prague City Hall 400,000.00 CZK DCE

Municipal Authority of Prague 1 20,000.00 CZK DCE

Municipal Authority of Prague 2 10,000.00 CZK DCE

Municipal Authority of Prague 4 30,000.00 CZK DCE

Municipal Authority of Prague 5 30,000.00 CZK DCE

Municipal Authority of Prague 6 36,000.00 CZK DCE

Municipal Authority of Prague 7 65,000.00 CZK DCE

Municipal Authority of Prague 8 19,000.00 CZK DCE

Municipal Authority of Prague 9 25,000.00 CZK DCE

OSIFE 223,938.51 CZK

Civil Society Development Foundation 91,500.00 CZK Bike to Work

Ministry of the Environment 200,000.00 CZK DCE

Ministry of the Environment 181,500.00 CZK Education

Ministry of the Environment 199,940.00 CZK WD

RECEIVED DONATION

Donor Amount Project

Zeměkvět Foundation 120,000 CZK WD

ČEPS, a.s. 50,000 CZK Bike to Work
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**The financial aid of individual donors(members of
the Donor’s Cl

ub of AutoMa
t)

in 2018 amoun
ted to 1,621,36

9 CZK. *
We highly appreciate the support of all
foundations, companies, and individual
donors as well. Thanks to them, we are
able to fulfil our mission.

For AutoMat, t
he year 2018 w

as a financial
ly prosperous

year.

We have seen
a surplus for t

he last severa
l years and th

at gives us the
possibility

of a stable de
velopment. W

e owe the cre
dits mainly to

the increasing
number of

the Bike to Wo
rk campaign p

articipants an
d to the stead

ily growing ba
se of

individual and
company don

ors.

The good resu
lts enable us t

o strengthen o
ur capacities,

mainly in the
team of

Prague develo
pment, the wo

rk of which is
essential for A

utoMat.
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